SCHOOLS PROGRAMME

Deep Inc
INNOVATION BASED IMMERSION

https://artsetmetiers.fr/en/DEEPINC
DEEP DIVE INTO ADVANCED MANUFACTURING

Get immersed in the DeepInc Network and dive into Advanced Manufacturing (AM) by joining our training programme tailored to:

- Increase your technology expertise on AM
- Favour migration paths towards industrial deployment and integration of AM in manufacturing processes
- Promote skills cross-fertilization and hybridization to pave the way for further technological innovation

CHALLENGE YOUR VALUE CHAIN and join our Programme

Teams & Experts: TEAMS of 30-50 members of Startups & SMEs are invited to take part to 3 successive Schools dedicated to advanced manufacturing models, processes and economics.

Teams will be trained, mentored and challenged by Researchers, Technology experts, Innovation specialists, Business Developers & Investors from Politecnico di Torino, I3P, Arts & Metiers Inst. of Technology, University College Dublin
OVERALL PROGRAMME

The programme will be fully *delivered online*

**SCHOOL #1 - 19-24 OCTOBER:** Business Creation, Entrepreneurship & Innovation Management
Organised by Politecnico di Torino and I3P

Day 1: Innovation Management and Business Creation
Day 2: Entrepreneurship and Business Creation Practices
Day 3: Technology Transfer and Territorial Ecosystems
Day 4: Innovation Strategies for future Manufacturing Processes
Day 5: Take-aways and perspectives for the future
Day 1-6: **SPECIAL EVENT:** 3D Hackathon in collab. with COMAU

*Detailed Schedule available on the DeepInc website*

**SCHOOL #2 - 17-20 NOVEMBER:** New Manufacturing technologies, Design models & processes
Organised by Arts & Métiers Institute of Technology (ENSAM)

**SPECIAL EVENT:** Serious Game in collab. with AFNOR

*Detailed Programme coming soon*

**SCHOOL #3 - 30 NOV-02 DEC:** Commercial Bootcamp on Raising Investments
Organised by University College Dublin

**SPECIAL EVENT:** Online Investor Showcase for 'Manufacturing StartUps'

*Detailed Programme coming soon*
WHO CAN PARTICIPATE?

Selection

Any Start up, SME or young student with an entrepreneurial project belonging to our ecosystem. More details on the application procedure are available on the DeepInc website.

Requirements

Have affinity with Advanced Manufacturing
Have an innovation based entrepreneurial project
Willing to participate to the EIT Manufacturing ecosystem

Costs

Participation to the 2020 Programme is free of charge

We highly recommend to follow the whole Programme (3 Schools)
HOW TO APPLY?

Application deadline

October 10th, 2020

Application

Fill in the Application Form available on the DeepInc website

Contact the project leader

Once having completed the Application Form, please, send it to:

Nicolas Maranzana: nicolas.maranzana@ensam.eu
CC to Barbara van Doosselaere: barbara.van_doosselaere@ensam.eu

Application Procedure

More details on the application procedure are available on the DeepInc website